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My name is Matilda Nilsson and I am the president of HI
TECH, the student association of JTH. When you pay your
student union membership fee, part of it goes directly to HI
TECH. This gives you the right to vote during the biannual
meeting, as well as access to all of our events including the
nightclub Akademien. It also gives HI TECH the possibility
to arrange events and continue to develop and improve
the student life. I highly recommend you to get involved
during your studies. This way you get an even greater
opportunity to influence the student life. This is also a great
way to meet new people, gain experience for your resume
as well as collecting abroad points (and I assure you it will
be a lot of fun!). You will recognize involved people by
their profile clothing (black&yellow), grab any of us if you
want to know more.
For now- enjoy your epic kick-off, swing by the HI SHOP for
patches and everything else you might need for your overall. Participate as much as you can, make new friends and
memories. Me and my board will meet you in school at HI
TECH Monday, which occur the first Monday every month.
This is another opportunity to catch up, ask questions and
get some fika for free.
For more info, visit www.hitech.nu

KICK OFF ‘22
DAY 1 - VÄLKOMSTMIDDAG
DAY 2 - OVERALLCEREMONI
DAY 3 - HÄNG MED HI LIFE
DAY 4 - JÖNKÖPINGSKAMPEN
DAY 5 - DÔNKBRÄNNBOLL
DAY 6 - KICK OFF FESTIVAL
DAY 7 - REST DAY
DAY 8 - BADKARSRACE
DAY 9 - HÄFV
DAY 10 - NIGHT MISSION
DAY 11 - INSPARKSSITTNING

FOR STUDENTS BY STUDENTS
Akademien is Jönköping Student Union’s own
night club and open to the members of the
Student Union. It is run by students who work as
volunteers and has room for about 1000 guests.
Akademien is usually open on Wedenesdays but
during the KICK OFF it will be open everyday!
This is where you will meet students from all the
other schools.

THE OVERALL LAW
ARTICLE 1: PATCHES

ARTICLE 3: TRADING

1§ Student Association Patch
Your association patch should be located on your right
thigh.

5§ Overall Parts
You can trade parts of your overall freely except for the
special regulations in 6§ and 7§.

2§ Program Patch
Your program specific patch should be located on your left
thigh.

6§ Intimate Relationships
A switched left leg means the owner has engaged in intimate physical relations with the former owner of the leg.

3§ Student Association Logo
Your corresponding student association logo, printed on
the overall, should not be covered with patches or anything else.

7§ Oral Exchange Of Bodily Fluids
In the case of the exchange of bodily fluids, the participating parties should switch their right sleeves.

ARTICLE 2: SPECIFIC REGULATIONS
4§ Program Band
The program band should be located on the either outer
side of the overall legs.
BLUE: Constructions, GREEN: Mechanicals,
TURQUOISE: Civil Engineers, RED: Computers,
ORANGE: Logistics, PINK: Lighting Design,
PURPLE: Furniture Design, GREY: Master/ Exchange

ARTICLE 4: OTHER REGULATIONS
8§ Cleaning
The overall may only be cleaned while the owner is wearing it.
9§ Equipment
An overall should be equipped with a student, Caps-towel
and a bottle opener.
10§ Writing On Overalls
In the case of the exchange of bodily fluids, the participating parties should switch their right sleeves.

FADDERS

A shoulder to lean on in a new city!

When you’re a new student, it can be
overwhelming to keep track of everything you
need to know. Where is Akademin located? How
can I purchase patches? Where can I get the best
pizza? The Fadder’s exist to help you with all of
these questions and more! They know everything
worth knowing and volunteer their time so that
you can have the best start of your studies.
The best way to describe a Fadder is a mix
between a friend, a guide and a leader. If you
have any questions, they are your people. If you
get lost, they can find you. If you want to have
some fun, they’re there for you. They will support
you while you’re settling into JU life and help you
have a great time. The Kick Off can be intense,
but the Fadder’s are there to ensure you can
handle it and make the most of your experience.
The Fadder’s will always be there for you during
the Kick Off, no matter what so don’t forget that!

YOUR STUDENT ASSOCIATION

The HI TECH student association works all year in
the interests of its members at JTH. Involvement
happens in all areas from education over inclusion to social life. For this matter the association
is divided up into committees and work groups
overseen by and represented in the board of
HI TECH, to deal with all aspects of the HI TECH
agenda including countless projects and events
throughout the year. All of the committee and
board members work voluntarily during their
elected mandate. The HI TECH President works
full-time and gets paid for their job.

THE BOARD

HIKE works with the social aspects of studying,
including both small and large-scale events that
are held throughout the year. Ski-trip to Åre, Fort
Boyard and Kappa Bar events are some of the
events they arrange.

PRESIDENT
Matilda Nilsson

VICE PRESIDENT
Thyra Melander

HI EDUCATION works with issues related to your
education. Our aim is for your education to be
the best.

INTERNAL
ORGANIZER
Vendela Nord-Nilsson

TREASURER
Elin Karlsson

HINT is the International integration committee
at JTH. We organise our events in the spirit of
integration and work with issues
surrounding internationalisation.

IT MANAGER
Lisa Falke Frey

HEAD OF AFFAIRS
Noa Andersson

HI TECH EVENT is a project group that organise
events like the Welcome Dinner at Kick Off and
the HI TECH Gala.

HEAD OF HI LIFE
Ludvig Vitulic

HEAD OF SOCIAL
Elsa Lönn

HI TECH AFFAIRS is the work group that takes
care of all collaborations with companies,
external associations, sponsors.

HEAD OF HIKE
Filip Grimberg

HEAD OF HINT
Arthur Markstedt

HI TECH SOCIAL is the work group that handles
most of the marketing, graphic design and visual
media within the HI TECH organisation.

HEAD OF
HI EDUCATION
Ishaan Chandok

HEAD OF EVENT
Amanda Jakobsson

JTH DICTIONARY
JTH: School of Engineering at JU. Known to be
the best students at JU. We wear yellow overalls.
Caps: A drinking game including bottle caps.

Akademien: The number one party place, open
all Wednesday nights during school. Free soda,
good music and cheap drinks!
Sittning: An event hosted by a Sexmastery with
spex, dance and food. Known to be a good party
starter.
Dônk: A secret brewage made by HI LIFE.

Dônkbrännaren: A famous statue of the Dônk
brewing machine. It is found outside of JTH.
HLK: School of Education and Communication.
Teachers wear red overalls and communicaters
wear blue overalls.
Hälso: School of Health and Welfare at JU. They
wear white overalls.
JIBS: Jönköping International Business school at
JU. They wear green overalls.

HI LIFE
HI LIFE is HI TECH’s ‘festmästeri’, also known as
the ‘sexmästeri’. It is HI LIFE’s job to bring the
students at JTH together, ensuring they have as
much fun as possible outside of their studies.
They plan and arrange the autumn and spring
kick-off events, and also organise other events
during the year, like sittningar and CAPS. HI LIFE
is also involved in our student club, Akademien.

hitech.jth

hilife.jth

hieducation.jth

hike.jth

hint.jth

